This paper discusses the derivation of functional programs for grammar analysis problems,
such as the EMPTY problem and the REACHABLE problem. Grammar analysis problems can be divided into two classes: top-down problems such as FOLLOW and REACHABLE, which are described in terms of the contexts of nonterminals, and bottom-up problems such as EMPTY and FIRST, which do not refer to contexts.
In a previous paper we derive a program for bottom-up grammar analysis problems.
In this paper we derive a program for top-down grammar analysis problems by transforming the specification of an arbitrary top-down problem into a program. The existence of a solution is guaranteed provided some natural conditions are satisfied. Furthermore, we describe a general transformation that applies to both classes of grammar analysis problems. The result of this transformation is a program that avoids unnecessary computations in the computation of a fixed point. Constructor classes, which me used to abstract from the notions bottom-up and top-down, are an essential ingredient of the latter derivation.
1 Introduction Grammar analysis is performed in many different situations: Yacc tests whether or not its input grammar is LALR(l), parser generators contain functions for determining whether or not a nonterminal can derive the empty string (EMPTY) as part of determining the set of all symbols that can appeaz as the first symbol of a derived string (FIRST), and for determining the set of symbols that can appear as the first symbol following a string derived by a given nontermikal (FOLLOW) .
Other, similar, problems arise when analysing attribute dependencies in attribute grammars: determine the inherited attributes upon which a synthesised attribute depends (IS), and, conversely, determine the synthesised attributes upon which an inherited attribute depends (S1). Such problems are called grammar analysis problems. More examples of grammar analysis problems can be found in [16] and [18] . Grammar analysis problems can be divided into two clas-Permission to rmako digital fhard copIcs of all or pirr of th!s material with-OUC fee is granted pmvtded that the copies~~e"Ot~~& or di~~"b"~cd for profit or commercml zdvwua:c, the ACM copyrightlserw.r notice, the title o f the publication and Its date appear, and notlcc is given that copyright is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. (ACM ). To copy otherwise, to republish JO post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires specific permission and/or fee. and IS are bottom-up grammar analysis problems, the FOLLOW and S1 problems belong to the top-down class. Grammar analysis problems are described by sets of mutually recursive equations, and the solution is a fixed point of this equational system. Moncke and Wilhelm [16] observe this, and give several solutions, depending on the conditions that are satisfied, for such problems.
One of the goals of this paper is to derive the solutions given by Moncke and Wilhelm.
In a previous paper [7] we study bottom-up grammar analysis problems.
We 
Laws for functions on lists
The datatype list is a prominent datatype in the subsequent sections, and we will use a number of properties that are satisfied by strict functions defined on the datatype list. Mapdistributivity says that the composition of two maps is a map again, i.e., for all functions f and g: 
Grammars
A context-free grammar consists of sets of nonterminals, terminals, productions, and a start-symbol. In Gofer, we combine the sets of terminals and nonterminals into a set of symbols on which the functions isN and isT are defined. The type of symbols is a parameter of the definition of a context-free grammm.
We represent a cent ext-free grammar in Gofer by a pair, the first component of which denotes the start-symbol, and the second component of which denotes the productions of the grammar. The start-symbol is a symbol, and the productions of a grammar are a set of pairs the left-component of which is a symbol, and the right component of which is a list of symbols.
A context-free grammm is a value of the type Grammar s, which is defined by type Grammar s = (S, 
Contexts
A naive way to determine the terminals that can follow a nonterminal in a derivation, is to generate all the contezts of a nonterminal.
A context of a nonterminal is a path from the start-symbol to the nonterminal, representing a derivation starting with the start-symbol. This path is a sequence of right-hand sides of productions together with an indication which of the nonterminals will be rewritten. Each element of this path is represented as a triple: the part of the right-hand side to the left of the nonterminal that will be rewritten, the nonterminal that will be rewritten, and the part of the right-hand side to the right of the nonterminal that will be rewritten.
The concatenation of these three values is a right-hand side of a production of the grammar. For example, one of the contexts of nonterminal ' B' from grammar ex is the following list. 
Lattices
A partial order on a set a is a reflexive, antisymmetrical, and transitive binary relation on a. A partially ordered set or poset is a pair (a,<) consisting of a set a together with a partial order < on a. If it exists, bottom is the least element of a poset.
Given elements x, y from a, x ' join' y, is the least element in a that is greater than both x and y. Note that the join of two elements is uniquely defined when it exists. 
Grammar analysis problems
We formalise thenotion ofagrammar analysis problem. As explained above, there exist two kinds of grammar analysis problems.
For the EMPTY problem it is required to determine for all nonterminals nt from a grammar g whether or not it is possibletoderive theempty string from nonterminalnt. We could have combined the definitions ofto and tos in one definition, but the occurrence of Sum in thetypefortos makes the resulting functions rather awkward. For each instance t of the class Functor for which we want to apply the results of this section we have to prove equality (15) . Again, these proofs are by conduction, and omitted.
We proceed the above calculation with the composition offunctions from . map (map (p2 eval) with the programs in Sections 5 and 6 is linear, it may be substantial.
For example, computing follows for a grammar that requires about forty iteration steps using the above definition of analyse-td is about twenty times faster than computing follows using the old definition of analyse.td.
Conclusions
Using laws for monads, maps and folds, we have derived a program for the top-down analysis of grammam, Together with the program for bottom-up grammzw analysis derived in [7] , this constitutes a complete description ofprograms for grammar analysis problems. Furthermore, we have given a derivation that transforms both programs for grammar analysis into a more efficient programs by avoiding the repeated arranging of information in the computation of the fixed point.
Constructor classes allow us to apply this transformation to both programs in one go; without constructor classes we would have had to perform the same derivation twice. Anamorphisms and their properties are other essential ingredients of this transformation.
